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Patio gives owners the grand outdoors
Construction of a patio is a drain connectors for solutions to
grand way to gain a lot (pun all sorts of problems.
One chooses a patio size to fit
intended) of living space as big as
the whole outdoors .
the site and the shape to suit the
A double-dose of planning is style of your home. Do spend a
strongly advised for both patios few hours researching the new
and decks , because highsight and fantastic selection of supplies
does not solve a drainage available to patiobuilders !
You will find precast blocks
problem or make concrete wait to
and sturdy steps ... bricks made of
harden.
Make an ideabook about your concrete or marble or wood ... new
proposed outdoor room and its adhesives . .. and manmade
reason for being ... shelter? en- finishes on ironwork and lattertainment?
midsummer tices ... with brick facings apsupping? one landing of a pearing to be solid brick floors .
Patio roofing is limited only
terracing project? solution to a
by one's imagination. The soft
muddy-feet dilemna?
diffused light allowed through by
Will it serve as a houseplant semi-opaque colors is condusive
nursery or merely provide a t!\ \llants located below .
bright spot as a decorating ex- '~·-· Triffiln~asy when considering
tension of an indoor room? Does builtins for patio storage. A
the houseperson intend to spend simple but sturdy lock-top nonthe summer upkeeping the patio?
metal trash can is a colorful
Do you see it as natural site· choice for the storage of a big bag
where the home's inmates will of charcoal, electric fire starter
want to gravitate? Should there and tongs for your cooking kettle.
be a movable feast of planters
Planters are the settings for
scheduled to put on a good show? jewels on the patio. If the soil is to
Drainage may seem to be a be in contact with the lumber
minimal concern until one suffers used to make the planters,
through a puddley picnic with
waspy visitors . To anticipate any
surface problems, stretch a taut
Retail Lumber
cord four inches off the ground
And Building Supplies,
between stakes, and check the
cord's slope with a line-level.

a

redwood has no problems, but
pine and fir should be pressuretreated with a preservative .
Other materials may need
polyethylene liners. Liners are a
good idea in any event because
some preservatives used on wood
are toxic to some plants.
If planters are the do-ityourself brand, be clever with
shapes and heights. Think about
making two, which, when joined
together on the diagonal, make a
square and when separated form
a couple of corners for the patio
perimeter.
To lend a floating appearance to less massive
greenery, construct your planters with indented bases with
hidden casters underneath. Or
group three or five (always an
uneven number) stairstep height
planters in a Hogarth Curve for
sheer symmetry.
Decorative plants can hang
around looking handsome, but it
is difficult to convince a petunia
to perform at maximum effort in
a shady patio on the north side of
a house. Nothing surpasses a

perfect specimen of flowering
plant in its height of glory, but if
you have reached the end of your
try, try again don't hesitate to use
some of the really lifelike
imitations for problem spots.
If the blossoms get dingey
simply run them through the
dishwasher on a little less than
hot. Or if the petals fade from
summer sun, pop the petals off
and swish them through a liquid
dye bath for a new floral color
scheme.
Patio furniture ranges from
the traditional picnic table and
benches or umbrella table and
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If a drainage problem exists,
consider the burying of a slightly
flexible or semi-rigid plastic 4inch pipe as a gravity field
drain ... using perforated pipe in
sandy soil and unperforated in
clay. Such pipes are available
with elbows, ends, downspout and

Making a 'cool'
choice in
air conditioning
The same psychological
principle that cautions against
doing your grocery shopping
when you're hungry also applies
to buying air conditioning
equipment during a mid-summer
heat wave, says an air conditioning industry spokesman.
" Chances are you will pay
premium prices. And, you will
buy whatever system is available
first, whether or not it is the one
that best fits your requirements," says Donald L. Rittgers, vice
president of marketing for York
un · ~ary
air
conditioning
products "The smart shopper
starts looking for air conditioning
equipment in early spring.
"Taking the time to locate a
reliable dealer who specializes in
air conditioning contracting is
your best insurance for a wise
decision, whether you are considering a room air conditioner or
a central system for your whole
house," he says.
"Check the yellow pages of
your phone book under the air
conditioning contractors and
systems listing," he advises.
''Call at least two and ask them to
come to your home to give you an
estimate on the job.
''You may also want to
consult neighbors and friends on
which contractors have performed satisfactory work for
them. And, be sure to ask the
contractors themselves for the
names and numbers of two or
three satisfied customers you can
call as a reference.
"Spring is not only a time for
a 'cool' decision on your part."
Rittgers says. "It also is a time
when contractors won'be be
inundated with orders from those
who wait until the first summer
scorcher hits before deciding to
buy an air conditioning system.
So, in addition to beating the
heat, you'll also beat the summer
rush on delivery and installation
schedules.

wrought chairs to nautical
hammocks and yacht chairs
comforting to see, and simple to
conceal when folded and hidden
away.
If the new addition is to be a
party patio, a useful tool would be
the gas-fired fogger to make
enemy insects retreat. Yard and
garden catalogs offer patio
lights, citronella torches, bench
cushions and all the comforts one
could ask.
Plan to light up the gas grill
or the charcoal kettle, toss on the
steak and rough it in the ShangraLa in your own back yard!

for emergency parts and service

774-2295
YOUR COMPLUE DEALER

HWY. 31 SOUTH OF WINCHESTER

-

Telephone 77 4-2830
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Thinking of
Changing Colour?
Beauti-Tone Interior Latex
Velvet Enamel
White and 210 pastel shades in a pleasing
low lustre sheen . Tough washable finish,
with soap and water clean up.
Regula r

$20.99

Gallon

Cover Up

Interior/Exterior Flat Latex

160

1

o;: .:55L

15.99

White and 12 colours. Soap and water wash up.

77

Gallon

STEWART ELECTRIC
HOME HARDWARE

"116--

Home
Hardware

INGLESIDE
PHONE: 537-2733

Home remodelling on the increase
remodelling, which has consistently been on the rise for the
past 30 years, will continue to
grow at a rate of approximtely 15
percent in the next few years.''
And, although the d~ityourself segment of the
remodelling market seems to be
growing at a rapid rate, Mr.
Hammon added that, "70.4
percent of the total market is still
professionally installed

remodelling."
But, if money is so tight, why
are people willing to remodel?
One reason is the aging
housing stock. Although there are
more than 78 million homes and
apartments in this country, at
least half are more than 17 years
old. To maintain this aging
housing stock, remodelling is
essential.
Secondly , the growing

Tight mortgage monies,
spiralling interest rates and
rising inflation have caused them
to take a second look at their
homes. The result has led to a
surge in home remodelling that
experts estimate will equal or
exceed that of homebuilding
expenditures this year.
According to John Hammon
executive vice president of th~
National Home Improvement
Council, "All signs indicate that

than iust a lot ·
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Celling fans
aid energy
concervation

.

Come and See Us
at the

Keeping your cool isn't all
that difficult, even in warm
climates; nor is saving energy if
you use it wisely.
- Install ceiling fans. They
can be as effective as an air
conditioner in making you
comfortable. Studies have shown,
for example, that the cooling
effect of a ceiling fan allows the
thermostat on an air conditioner
to be set as high as 80 degrees
with no adverse effect on room
comfort. Although the use of a
ceiling fan in hot weather doesn't
actually lower room temperature, the constant breeze
from the overhead fan makes
everyone in the room feel cooler.
- When the outdoor temperature is less than 80 degrees,
turn off the air conditioner. Open
several windows to create air
currents and turn on the ceiling
fans to circulate cool air.
- When you leave a room, be
sure to turn off the lights. About
one-fourth of the electricity used
in summer is for artificial
lighting. Instead, let sunlight
provide the lighting during the
day.
- Close draperies and shades
to block out the sun's heat.
- Turn off electrical al}plian,c~ ~hen not in use. Before
opening the refrigerator door,
think of what you want. Get it,
and close the door quickly to keep
the cool air inside.
Finally, consumers should be
aware of the kind of savings in
energy and money made possible
by ceiling fans. Depending on the
model and its operating speed, a
single ceiling fan costs about ten
cents to run for 12 hours. At the
same time, an average room air
conditioner consumes more than
a dollar's worth of electricity.
Over a year, the savings in utility
cos ts with a ceiling fan could total
more than $300.
Actual
savings
vary,
depending on such factors as
local utility rates, the number of
ceiling fans in a home, room size
and local climatic conditions.

"The fact that reinsulation
and replacement windows, storm
doors and windows remain two of
the most popular home improvement projects easily
verifies t~is point," according to

Mr.Hammon.
"And, since a house is
probably the largest investment
a family or individual is likely to
make, remodellling is a way of
investing in an investment," he
added.
The most popular home
improvement projects are
reinsulation, reroofing, residing,
replacement windows, storm
doors and windows.

We have the latest
•
,n
heating and
cooling
equipment.

We're more ·
Homeowners today are anything
but " on the move. "

concern for energy conservation,
sparked by ever increasing
utility and fuel costs, has
motivated homeowners into
updating their homes' energy
efficiency through remodelling.

Morris burg
Spring
Trade Show
April 30 and May 1

See the new

Weathertron® Heat Pump

, ,

by General Electric, America's No. 1 selling
heat pump which qualifies for the Oil
Reduction Program and government rebate.

l
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Grimsby Oil Fired Furnaces
with the new flame retention head oil burner

Up to 20 % SAVINGS
We also install gas furnaces and electric furnaces.

Heating ij

~

Air Conditioning Sales and Service

Plumbing

Ask about our Furnace Parts Protection Plan,
Budget Terms on cleaning and servicing.
Let .us assess your heating system. We can provide the
answers and save you dollars.

EDGERTON-BAKER FUELS
On the Mall
Morrisburg

Telephone
A Division of Universal Terminals Ltd.

543-2800

Swimming pools come in all shapes and sizes

A little selective shopping
can unearth swimming pools in
numerous sizes, shapes and
materials; but the three stock
shapes are rectangular, oval and
classic.
Most pool-planners reshuffle
the contents of the yard until
there is a space large enough for
a certain size pool, and then they
buy the pool to fit the spot.
But bear in mind that
custom-designed pools, those in
any chosen shape, may cost up to
one-third more than stock pools,
but in the long run may save
much more than that. The
savings may come from the
elimination o! a lot of landscaping work in transforming the
yard to fit the pool.
As plans are made to install a
pool, call a family conference and
make a list of "Great Swimming
Pools We Have Enjoyed." Think
back on vacation visits to motels
or to fun swims in neighbor's
pools and list the nice parts that
made the family want to own a
pool of its own.
-Was there a textury poolside
concrete sunbathing area, or a
grass-like carpeting that bare
feet remember?
- Was there a cleverlydesigned ladder that just
remained there feeling sub-

stantial instead of pulling away
from the wall as you tried to
climb out?
- Were there broad, smooth
concrete steps into the shallow
end where the tiny tots enjoyed
playing?
- Was the dropoff gradual so
there was a "deep" shallow end
for sixes and sevens to hop
about'!
- Did the divers in the family
make use of the deep pool well, or
does everybody prefer to swim on
top of the water?
No reputable company is
offended by inquiries, so when
the decision is made to buy a
swimming pool installation, don't
hesitate to ask questions!
Try to get the· name of a
previous customer who might
invite you over to look at a
finished pool and the -company's
workmanship.
Ask the seller if you may
examine the contract you will
sign to be certain that you understand exactly what equipment
is included in the purchase
package. This is also the time to
make a list of optional equipment
and decide whether or not it is
wise to include some of it in the
contract.

spell out that repair promises are
null and void if the pool is ever
emptied. Find out how this
provision affects you if the pool
has to be emptied for repairs.
Installation is regulated by
local zoning and plumbing ordinances.
The pool 's electrical system
should be installed by a licensed
electrician, and all electrical
appliances, including radios,
should be banned from the area
because of shock hazard once the
pool is filled.
Remember :

- Pool guests will dribble in
and out of the house unless there
is some sort of snack area and
comfort station outside.
- A sunscreen, umbrella or
lath roofing ought to be provided
for the fair of skin or for those
who overdid the sunshine the
time before.
- Site the pool so the house or
nearby buildings function as a
wind break for the pool area.
Even on a very hot day, a wet
body exiting the pool is chilled by
brisk breezes.
• A pool heater is a necessity

Make your summer more enjoyable with new furniture
for around the pool
or on the patio.
In modern designs, this furniture will add comfort
and good looks to your
home for hours of summer
relaxation.

Note that some contracts

Simple solution
Is there any simple solution for
sticky drawers? I have several
that need help.
A dry bar of soap can be the
answer to this age-old problem of
sticky drawers .
If you have sticky drawers in a
cupboard or chest and the drawer
slides on a wooden slide, you can
move it again with a dry bar of
soap.
Remove the drawer, after
emptying it, and turn it over.
Now rub the dry bar of soap on

the wooden slide of the drawer
and also on the wooden slide in
the drawer opening.
Another good lubricant is a
candle. Rub the end of a candle
on the wooden slides and replace
the drawer in the opening. It
should slide smoothly again.
Excessive humidity can cause
the wood in drawers to swell,
making them hard to open and
close. You might need to lightly
sand the areas of the drawer that
are sticking.

if one wishes to extend both ends
of the outdoor season.
- A robot-like sweeper, an
automatic skimmer to keep
debris out of the pool, is a great
timesaver and can operate on a
timer when the pool is not in use.
- A fence! And check with
your insurance agent about
additional liability coverage
necessary.
Property
values
are
enhanced by the installation of a
pool, for this is a capital expenditure to be recovered when
the property is sold.

I

Aqfta Fun Pools
774-2341

May Street, Winchester

Panasonic
Spring Clean-up
r,
Sale
....

'

:

See the Panasonic
Jet-Flo Vacuum Cleaners .
The powerful, quiet ones
for all your cleaning needs.

=11,

/ Robert Lalonde
Construction

1T-IFIL@

I
SAVE 20%
on any

Panasonic
Vacuum Cleaner
MOST MODELS IN STOCK

Housing, remodelling,
siding, cabinets and
barn renovations
If you're renovating this spring,
· talk to us first.
From hanging a door to
adding a room -

we 'II do it right.

Offer Good Until May 15, 1982

SAVE $76.00 ON MODEL MC883

Quality workmanship at
reasonable prices.

Telephone 448-2290
Morewood

Retain home's character with alumimum
New aluminum trim can brighten
an older house as effectively as
new accessories rejuvenate last
year's clothes, if the rest of its
exterior is in good condition. It
can also save you time and
money because you won't have to
paint the ne·.v trim.
Aluminum trim comes in a
variety of colors. White is particularly effective in setting off a
dark color house, while other
colors, ranging from light to dark
shades, let you match old brick,
stucco, shingle and other wood
surfaces. Or, you can use a
contrasting color trim to perk up
the outside of your home.
Golds, browns, blues, greens,
red and the earth tones are all
available. Currently, dark brown
trim on beige houses is especially
popular, and the reverse scheme
can be equally effective if your
house is a darker color.
These baked-on finishes are
warranteed to last many years,
and the metal is durable,
corrosion resistant even in damp

climates, and does not expand
and contract as much as vinyl
plastic does.
Standard aluminum trim is
generally used for the roof
overhang (soffit), the roof edging
(fascia), and gutters and
downspouts. However, new installation techniques make it
possible for a skilled technician
to duplicate even the most
complicated designs by forming
them from aluminum coil stock
(a roll of flat aluminum), also
available in a variety of colors.
Other siding materials are difficult to form to required shapes.
New gutters and downspouts
can put the finishing touch on
new house trim. In addition to
carrying water from the house
efficiently, a good gutter system
protects the fascia, eliminates
streaks and stains on the face of
the house, and helps prevent
water damage to the foundation:
Before you add new gutters,
though, make sure your roof is in
good condition, and repair any

damage to the fascia.
furring and then covered with
The integrity of the con- brown coil stock cut to exact fit.
tractor you choose, and his
If you decide to add
ability to work with aluminum aluminum trim to your home,
coil stock as well as the standard select your contractor as
aluminum trim products, will carefully as you choose the
determine the quality of the material, for it is his expertise
completed work.
that will give you the most efThe owner of one 30-year-old, fective, efficient job.
The trim must be installed so
two-storey colonial house wanted
to retain the curved contours of
the old wood fascia, because it
softened the severity of the brick
surface.
She found a contractor who
could achieve an exact replica of
the old trim by forming it
precisely from aluminum con
stock and concealing the seams.
The house now has a fresher,
snappier appearance, and
painting has been eliminated.

THE

INSULATION
SHOP

" A very steep 1920s-style
Tudor stucco house is an example
of how the exterior can be improved by the imaginative use of
aluminum trim.
Here, the owner wished to
retain its basic appearance,
enhance it where possible, and,,
again, eliminate as much
painting and repair work as
possible.
The tan stucco surface was
left intact, but soffit, fascia and
all other trim was covered with
brown aluminum, and new brown
color gutters and downspouts
were added.
Then, to cover the original
natural wood shakes in the
gables, matching double-four-in,
aluminum siding panels were
used. The contrasting brown
color and the horizontal pattern
of the newly covered gables
reduce the appearance of excessive height.
To complete the job, all the
window frames, including the
dormer, were built out with

CHOOSE THE DOOR THAT SAVES
YOU ENERGY DOLLARS!

REPLACE THAT TIRED OLD WOODEN DOOR WITH A
MONEY SAVING, ENERGY EFFICIENT, INSULATED
STEEL DOOR - MANY STYLES AND COLOURS
AVAILABLE.
CALL ANDY BOWERS AT

543-2995

TO ARRANGE FOR A
FREE ESTIMATE
OR DROP INTO OUR
SHOWROOM IN THE
MORRISBURG
SHOPPING CENTRE
AND SPEAK TO ONE OF
OUR HELPFUL STAFF
Open Mon. to Friday
andSaturdaytil3:00

REPLACEMENT
ENTRANCE DOORS CG~B
25

and have the job done properly.

DRYWALL
Installed &
Finished

SPRAYED
CEILING
Brian Savage

448-3239
R.R. 1, Chesterville

-420

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:

PICHE BROS.
Raingutter & Siding Systems Ltd.
ENERGY SAVING ... HOME IMPROVEMENTS
ALL MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED

See us for all your building needs.
Energy - saving windows

I

Call a professional

ONT.

· · ··· -·- ·. euilding a new home
or renovating ?

Vinyl siding is an investment that pays off with lower
maintenance by offering the beauty of wood without the
nuisance of painting.

INSIDE
RENOVATIONS?

that water does not enter behind
it, and shoulcl be properly sealed
and caulked.
To help you find the right
contractor, check with neighbours and friends who have had
their homes re-sided or the trim
applied, talk to local bankers, the
Chamber of Commerce and the
Better Business Bureau.

1'.

::

'__ _ _ _____!==~~~~

Quality Redwood windows, all types available.
We can provide custom shapes and sizes.
And energy saving triple glazing.

Exterior wood or steel doors

l ~
11
:'~

- Door frames - Garage doors - Wood patio doors
We carry a complete line of doors. See our new
"French Patio Doors", a totally new entrance approach .

Kitchen
cabinets
and vanities
available in solid oak
or solid pine. Also
a wide selection of
pre-finished cabinets.
Drop in or call for free estimates.

Wallcovering makes decorating so easy
Vinyl wallcoverings are
becoming increasingly popular
these days , due to their long life
and ease-of-care - which saves
the expense and effort of a yearly
paint job, a big plus in these inflationary times.
Instant Magic is one of the
easiest ways available to create
"instant" design interest in your
home. The convenient, narrow
width of the rolls makes them
easy to handle. Even the novice
home decorator can easily
become a pro with these simple
steps :
1. Tools You Will Need - A
razor or matte knife, a string and
plumb, a yardstick, a seam
roller, a smoothing brush, and a
water tray.
2. Get Ready - A smooth,
clean surface is essential -

romove all nails, switch plates,
old wallcoverings, etc. Plaster
any holes and wash the walls.
(Baking soda in water works
fine.)
3. Get Straight - Start in a
blind corner (the least noticeable
corner of the room ). Measure
away from the corner a distance
of 1;/ ' less than the width of the
wallcovering and drop a plumb
line. Using this chalk line as a
guide, all your subsequent strips
will line up parallel with the first,
even if your floor sags or ceiling
leans.
4. Measure And Cut - Rule of
thumb ... measure everything
twice! Measure ceiling to
baseboard at several points. Cut
several strips at least 4 to 6 inches longer than the maximum
wall measurement (to allow for

John's
Construction
General Carpentry
Rooves, siding,
soffits, windows,
doors, patios and
decks, farm buildings,
new homes.

ALL WORK
GUARANTEED

Box 58, More wood
448-2683
JOHN KURVINK, PROP.

matching and trim).
5. Wetting The Strip - Fill the
water tray 314 full with room
temperature water. This water
should be changed frequently to
avoid excessive adhesive accumulation on the face of the
wallcovering. Place the water
tray near the wall. Starting at the
top of the pattern, roll each strip
with the pattern facing out. The
bottom of the pattern should be
the outer flap . Make a loose roll
and totally immerse in water. Reroll under water. Pull strip out
slowly. Allow excess water to
drain into water tray.
6. Hang It Up - Begin at the
ceiling, overlapping two or three
inches which will be trimmed off
after the strip is hung. Start at
the top and unroll the covering

Oil or latex?
We recently bought a house and
would like to know what type of
paint - oil base or latex - is on
the walls. ( Mrs. Angela Ruck,
Vancouver.)
It is indeed difficult to tell
whether you have oil base or
latex paint on the walls. The
texture of a flat oil base paint is
much like that of a flat latex
paint.
However, flat oil base is a little
smoother than latex and it will, in
many cases, stand up to washing
better. If the house was painted in
the last five years or so, there's a
good chance that it is latex paint.
To be sure when you paint, first
wash the walls and ceiling with a
strong detergent and then rinse
with clear water. If the surface is
shiny, sand it with a medium grit
sandpaper so the new paint will
adhere better.
Next, prime the surface with a
primer meant for the type of
paint you will be using . A primer
coat should be used before using
either latex or oil base paints.

slowly as you go down toward the
floor. Use the plumb line as a
guide. Use the brush to smooth
out the wallcovering; remove
bubbles by starting at the center
and brushing out to the edges.
Use clean water and sponge to
remove any excess adhesive.
Trim overhang at bottom with
straight edge and matte knife.
Use first strip as a guide and butt
the second strip against it,
aligning the pattern if reQuired.
Set seams with seam roller. If for

any reason paste dries at the
seams,
we
recommend
Professional Fix 'N Stix or any
other quality vinyl-to-vinyl adhesive.

Rooms don't have to be dull.
Here, a bedroom takes on an
elegant, finished look with
the imaginative use of wood
mouldings in base, chair rail
and ceiling designs. Additional wood moulding
applied to walls serves to
frame wallpaper.

Yes,
we do
windows .
•,:

UPHOISTERV

}
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Over 1000 yards

Freshen up your home this spring with
new drapes and blinds. Custom sizes
and colors.

of materiaJ

Custom draperies
an,d f.!:JuverDrape

All Fabric
in stock

Call the
experts.

25%
OFF

Over 25
years experience.

until April 30, 1982

Upholstering, remodelling and

CALL FOR AN ESTIMATE
We'll help you do it right!

custom manufacturing

Claude's MClnufacturing
and Upholstering Reg'd
448-2233

VILLAGE
FABRICS
South Mountain 989-2107
Chesterville 448-2836

Rustic-look easy to incorporate in ceiling

in a couple of hours for under $15.
No permanent alterations to
the ceiling are necessary, and
you can remove the beams in just
a few minutes.
Ceiling beams give a room a

If you have a suspended ceiling

or plan to put one in your kitchen,
family room, attic or basement
addition, you might be interested
to know you can easily incorporate rustic-looking beams

Beautify bathrooms
The day of the sterilelooking, cold-white bathroom are
long past. Today, the strictly
utilitarian room has no place in
new-house constructions and
bathroom modernization.
In addition to a wide range of
warm colors in tiles and
waterproof wallcoverings, soft
floor coverings and other more
decorative touches, rich, warm
wood paneling and wood built-ins
add new charm to bathrooms.
Thanks to treatment with
modern sealers and finishes,
these woods will withstand the
humidity and common abuses
that prevail in a bathroom.
In paneling a bathroom ,
authorities recommend that the
wood be treated with a good
commercial sealer before installing. Staining or painting
should also be done prior to installation. All ends, edges and

strong, cozy character. They are
not only interesting focal points
in themselves, but they also
accent the surrounding ceiling
material.
Real wooden beams have
become pretty expensive,
however, so they 're usually
among the first "extras" to be
eliminated when paring a
redecorating budget down to size.
Also, the heft of real beams
puts them beyond the skill and
confidence thresholds of many
amateur handymen and handywomen.
Fortunately, the ceiling
experts at Armstrong have come
up with a simple method of attaching rustic beam lookalikes to
a suspended ceiling using
inexpensive lightweight 2x4s and
ordinary self-sticking vinyl
paper.
A suspended ceiling consists
of crisscrossing metal supports
hung by wires from the old
ceiling and ceiling panels which

rest freely in the grid slots. It's
Now, you're ready to lift the
not a hard type of ceiling to in- 2x4s-turned-ceiling-beams up to
stall yourself.
the main runners. Have a helper
The do-it-yourself beams are hold the 2x4 flush against the
attached to the main runners of runner while you screw a washer
the grid system, which are into each of the pre-drilled holes.
spaced four feet apart and extend The washers should overlap the
from wall to wall (perpendicular flanges of the runners, securely
to the joint direction).
holding up the lightweight
Here's how to fabricate the beams.
beams :
You don't have to make any
First, install all the grid holes in the runners themselves
elements; don't insert the ceiling or permanently alter any part of
panels yet. If there is already a the gridwork. And, placement of
suspended ceiling up in the room, the beams doesn't prevent you
temporarily lift the panels out of from lifting out panels for repair,
their slots.
replacement or access to the
Next, wrap the 2x4s with the space above. To remove the
self-adhesive plastic paper. Such · beams, you simply unscrew the
covering can be purchased in washers.
many stores in a wide range of
From floor level, it's difficult
rustic patterns and shades.
to tell a do-it-yourself beam apart
from the rustic real thing.
Then, along the length of
each 2x4 drill two rows of holes at
A type of suspended ceiling
18-inch intervals. The space called Headliner works parbetween the two rows should be · ticularly well in tandem with
exactly equal to the width of a these artificial beams.
main runner.

surfaces should be covered.
To finish the woods, use one
or two coats of white shellac,
lacquer or varnish. For best
protection, follow this with wax
coatings; the more applications,
the better.
Paneling for walls and
ceilings with matching lumber
for cabinets, etc. , from ten
species of pine are ideal for
construction and are easily
worked with hand or power tools.

The cost of operating a home has
increased approximately 150
percent in the last 10 years,
report housing experts.
Although the advancing costs
of maintenance and repairs is the
number one culprit; hikes in
insurance, real estate tax and
utilities are nearly as high.

Come and
see us for

SPRING
TRADE SHOW

Specials
We'll be under the lights
at Morrisburg Arena
April 30
and May 1

\. e :'

We're cutting
prices on:

•CHAIN SAWS

Here are the mowers designed for heavy commercial use and
built to Lawn-Boy's standards Lawn-Boy's New Generation
engine has 20 per cent to 30 per cent more useable power and
an automatic air-vane governor almost instantly adjusts
cutting speeds tor tall or tough grass. Other features include
Finter-tip starting, a large l gallon fuel tank, ball-b.earing
wheels, heavy-duty handle, rust proof housing and quiet
under-the-deck muffler . CALL US TODAY for more
information.

t!Q~
M l~bl.l:'1:;
Homelite string trimmers ...
give your lawo the finishing touch

LAWN-BOY

~

THE ONLY WAY TO MOW

- Fi-

Home
Hardware

z:::=!-~ '

INGLESIDE

537-2733

STEWART ELECTRIC
HOME HARDWARE
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•STAIN~.
TRIMMERS\
• MINI
./.: .... . . ·.
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-·~ae·cl<stead
Small Engines
·
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3 mi. south of Williamsburg

543-2265

Shape up winter-worn roofs

Each spring, America
revives its mania for energizing
winter-worn bodies and spirits. If
you are a homeowner, the season
also means shape-up time for a
roof hit hard by winter wind,
rain, sleet and snow. You can
avoid expensive problems by
checking the early warning signs
of a damaged roof.
Leaks, unseen moisture and
seepage ca rot roof boards and
rafters, reduce the effectiveness
of insula tion, and ruin store
possessions if a damaged roof
remains unrepaired.
Since m t homeowners may .
never have had to replace a roof,
they are frequently not as wellinformed as they could be about
available materials, their
characteristics and costs. Hasty
or uninformed decisions could be
costly in the years to come.
Putting a roof over your head
is no longer a simple matter of
selecting a durable material at
an affordable price.
The wide variety of colors,
styles and textures currently
available adds new dimensions to
roofing
selection
which
homeowners will want to consider.
A thorough examination of
your roof will help you decide
whether it is ready for retirement
or simply in need of minor
repairs.
According to roofing experts
at Bird & Son, a leading
manufacturer
of
roofing

materials, bare spots where
granules have worn off, shingles
with broken or curled edges and
missing tabs are all signs of
roofing damage. Wooden shingles
may be rotted, warped or split. It
may be a little more difficult to
detect problems in the attic
which are caused by water
damage.
If there are any doubts about
a roof's condition, it is advisable
to call a reliable home improvement or roofing contractor.
Most likely he will inspect your
roof at no charge and prepare a
cost estimate for repair or

reroofing.
available in a variety of weights
If your roof does need repair and colors that blend naturally
or replacement, fiberglass with the environment. And, a
shingles
offer
unmatched long roof life means better
durability, wind and fire waranties. Says Suva, " Our line
protection. "They've earned a of Glass Bilt Fiber Glass roofing
Class A fire resistance rating shingles offers a 25-year
from Underwriters Laboratories,
compared to a Class C 1·ating
generally granted organic
shingles," says Donald R. Suva,
Yes, we have
Vice President, Bird Marketing
Buildings Materials Group.
the famous
Technology has improved the
quality of fiberglass since its
introduction over a decade ago.
Today's fiberglass shingle is

warranty to consumers. "
Check your roof for weather
damage and consider all of the
options before repairing or
reroofing. The time and effort
you take now could mean a big
savings in the long run.

JUST ARRIVED

TROY-BILT~
ROTO
TILLER

JUST ONE
HAND 1

in stock at
Spring Sale Prices
• Free demonstrat ions
• Trad&-lns welcome
• Factory authorized sales and
service
• Buy before June 1 and save
• Spring sale now . Buy now and
get a free Hlller/ Furrower on
selected mOdels ! Offer ends
June 1,

Highway 31 ,
Vernor,
821-1060 or
821-1065

FIBREGLASS ROOFING SHINGLES offer unmatched

durability, wind and fire protection. They are available in
a wide range of weights, textures, colors and styles.

Cedar - it's a natural
for fencing and decking.
Build your deck with the best materials available.
Tell us the size of your deck ... we'll make you
a customized package. Available prestained in
our new natural cedar finish.

Natur~I Cedar
Panehng

1 x 4 T&G Select
TlghtKnot
.............

pe,

ft

.

Compare the cost to first quality
paneling. Ideal for bathroom, kitchen,
rec room, build around fireplaces
or exterior use. It's perfect for anywhere.

Patio and Yard Fencing
CURVED PANEL

See our new natural cedar coating
or standard redwood or walnut finishes.

A Chain Link

'Vf,12,,

Fences ·

For around your poo1, yard,
security fences or dog
kennels. We have all materials
in stock. Vinyl coated or
galvanized in 11,,2" or 2".

SA VE EVEN MORE
Install it yourself!
1._
Custom packages are available.

25 ¢

.

WI N CHESTER

Available In 4, 5 or 6 ft. heights. Stained .
assembled or just the lumber package.

lnstallatlon available
Give us a call today for a
free estimate.
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